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MONTHLY BOARD MEETINGS
Held the first Sunday of each month starting 11am at Carl’s Jr., Newport
Beach. Take the 405 Freeway to the MacArthur exit. Go south 0.8 miles
and turn left on Campus. Go 0.3 miles and turn right into Carl’s Jr. (at
Von Karman). All Officers and Directors are expected to attend to conduct
business. Other interested members may also attend.

MONTHLY BRAINSTORMING PARTIES
Held once a month, typically the last Thursday or Saturday of the month.
These special “parties” are a way for OCW members to get together and
“brainstorm” articles and ideas for our monthly NewsBlast and quarterly
Chain Reaction while enjoying food and beverage. COME JOIN US!
If you would like to host a Brainstorming Party or supply food or beverage
please contact Monica McCarthy at monica.mccarthy@cox.net.
OCW REIMBURSES UP TO $150!

REGISTRATION FOR OCW EVENTS
All Registration for OCW events require the registrant to be logged in. Be
sure to always check for discount codes. You will only see the discount code
if you are a current member of OCW. The discount code if applicable will be
located on a separate page in the specific event area. To confirm if you are
current, check the membership data base. If you do not see the link for the
membership data base, your membership has expired by at least a month or
more.
The new website, registration code, and discount codes are only visible to
current members. The website functions are different and I have learned
new ways within this site logic, to apply new and different ways of maintaining privacy for our members from email skimmers and other nefarious
internet hacking. I am continually upgrading the website when there are
better ways to protect your personal information, but have it available for
our members to connect to each other.
Thank you for your continued support and membership to OCW.
Mike Lee, Events
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I’m writing this after returning from an
epic mountain bike ride starting at the
parking lot for Blackstar and riding up
to the Main Divide, down Skyline to
Corona and then up and over again.
If this doesn’t sound too impressive,
it was also one of the hottest days of
the year! We left early, but my Garmin still registered 100 degrees on
the return at the top of Main Divide.
Fortunately, it was all down hill after
that. Alan and I were also parked under a nice big oak tree.
I mention this because it’s early June
and just barely turned summer. I sit
here thinking about the heat and wondering how much hotter our summer
might get before we settle into fall.
Meanwhile it’s a good idea to stock up
on electrolytes. Lee Stebbins told me
a few years back about Drip Drop, a
medical grade electrolyte that’s used
by hospitals and fire departments. It
works and tastes great, and has only
a slight sweet taste. Check it out at
https://dripdrop.com.
Enjoy the ride!
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John Renowden

The

It never rains in Southern California;

President

at least
that’s what we are given to believe. The strange
thing is that this year there has been an unusual procession of storms from “The Pineapple
Express.” And then there were the Santa Ana
winds. We experienced both on the Breathless
Agony route. The weekend before the official
ride we joined the Workers’ Ride to check out
the course. Although it was windy, the sun was
shining and it was only the descent from Onyx
Summit that caused any problems. The wind
chill was freezing
and extreme care
was needed to counter the sudden wind
gusts.
Sadly, the
weather for the official ride took a turn
for the worse. It
was deceptively fine
for the start but the
rain steadily built
up and was accompanied by fog on the
hills. Like many of
the riders I made
the mistake of getting wet before donning my rain jacket.
This wasn’t too bad
for the climb up to
Oak Glen, although
it was hard to see the road sometimes in the
fog, but the descent down to Mill Creek was
miserable, so much so that Starbucks sounded infinitely better than tackling the Big Bear
climb. My admiration goes to all those brave
souls who soldiered on to the summit. I’m told
it was sunny up there but then there was the
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cold descent into the fog. Riders were coming
into the rest stops freezing and shivering with
the cold. So what did we learn from this? The
weather at this time of year can be unpredictable, put your rain jacket on before you get wet,
carbon rims are not the thing for a wet descent
and, most of all, bright lights are essential in
the fog so that cars can actually see you. Interestingly, comments on the OCW website were
mostly positive. Riders know and accept suffering as a fundamental part of the sport. So
my thanks and admiration goes out
to all the riders
and the volunteers
who braved the
elements on this
epic ride. Feedback from all the
comments will be
incorporated into
the plans for next
year’s ride.
Speaking of suffering, in April I
attended
Eroica
California in Paso
Robles, billed as
the event to celebrate “The Beauty
of Fatigue and the
Thrill of Conquest.” Bikes must be 30 years
old or more to compete. I took my 1987 Spectrum and rode with Greg and Stacy Kline on
the 87-mile coastal route. Although I needed
to be persuaded to ride that far on my vintage
bike it proved to be a great route, with beautiful scenery, excellent rest stops but some scary
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moments. Dirt road climbs are kind of OK
up to 10% with a 6 speed 12-24 cassette,
but whenit kicks up to 15% you start to
wonder if you are going to get a foot out of
those old fashioned toes straps before falling off. Then there are the steep rutted dirt
road descents where you realize that old
single pivot brakes are not that effective.
Having survived the ride we were treated to
an excellent dinner cooked by a local Italian
restaurant, and it was there that I was able
to invite Andy Hampsten to ride Breathless
Agony. He is the 7-Eleven rider famous for
the 1988 Giro d’Italia stage over the Gavia
Pass. Attacking on the climb, he overcame
a blizzard to take the leader’s jersey. As
it turned out, his use of ski gloves, goggles
and a liberal coating of lanolin would have
been excellent preperation for the weather on Breathless. Sadly, he said he would
be in Italy so couldn’t attend, but he did
take a Breathless postcard to hand out.

The Grim Reaper at the top of Onyx Summit

Andy Hampsten grinding his way over the Passo di
Gavia at the 1988 Giro d'Italia. Photo: Cor Vos | VeloNews.com
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wandervogel
By Pete Van Nuys

Two years of planning paid off last year when 14
riders, on both road bikes and ElliptiGos, pedaled
out of St. Moritz, Switzerland, and rolled down the
Olympic bobsled run to the village of Celerina. Our
destination was Zernez, headquarters town of the
Swiss National Park.
Born bicycle tourists, my wife, Lynn, and I began
leading bicycle tours for American Youth Hostels in
the late 1960s. While riding in Italy in 2013 it struck
us how much the members of our weekly shop rides
would revel in the adventure we were enjoying. The
lush vineyards and orchards, the castles and culture, miles of off-highway bike routes and idyllic
rural lanes-- what’s not to love!
So we traced the perfect route for first time Europe
bike tourists. Two river
valleys, the Inn and the
Adige would provide a net
elevation loss of over
5,000 feet. Short point to
point daily rides would give
adventure seekers ample
time for rewarding extra
miles. Three-Star hotels
and a large rental van for
comfort and security. And
surrounding it all spectacular mountain scenery
of the Alps and Dolomites.
The first 3 days we explored the real Alps-- tiny
villages high on the shoulders of massive peaks-where few Americans ever
venture.
Challenging
climbs were rewarded by
spectacular switchbacked
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descents.
Day 4 found
us climbing
from Switzerland to Austria on the Roman road of Claudia
Augusta, lunching at the top on Spatzel mit Kase
and beers, then off to Italy for dinner beneath the
Benedictine Abby in the village of Burgeis.
Day 5 takes downstream through the lush orchards
of Val Venosta. This was South Tirol, the German
speaking province awarded Italy after World War 1,
and our destination was the spa city of Meran. Austrian royalty encouraged the building of elaborate
thermal pools and parks which continue to delight
visitors today.

We gather for a group shot on the shores of Lake St. Moritz
www.ocwheelmen.org
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Our
One
lane
layover
road
s re
permitted
veal
endl
some to luxuriate while others sought the optional
ess
phot
challenge of climbing Italy’s famous Stelvio Pass.
o
From Meran we rolled with the waters of the Adige
River to vineyards of Sud Tirol. Climbing through a
converted railroad tunnel we lunched in wine market town of Kaltern, then dropped past Lake Caldaro to our overnight in Auer and a memorable dinner of local specialties and wines in 14th century
“Church Cellar.”
Our last riding day took us past endless vineyards
along the converted rail line of theAdige Radweg,
and to our hotel on Bolzano’s central Walter
Platz. We had to see 5,000 year old “Ortzi,” whose
frozen remains bring Bronze Age humanity to life
in the anthropology museum. And everyone strolled
the many blocks of car-free market streets.

ops

in th

e al

ps

there are a couple spots still open for September
6th through 14th, 2017.
$1,749 double occupancy includes 8 nights in 3-star
hotels, breakfast daily, 4 dinners, van for your luggage and sag support, daily routes and sightseeing
with the group. Premium carbon, aluminum/carbon
road and hybrid bikes, and ElliptiGos are available
for rent. Single supplement, approx. $220.
See the Video at:
urbanbicycleoutfitters.com/europe-2017

When it was over the whole group told us we “had
to do it again.” So we are. And if you want to join us
for this locally grown bicycle touring experience
Summer 2017				
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Stelvio’s 6,000 ft climb is capped by the last of its famous 48 switchbacks at 9,100 ft

dawn’s rays strike alpine glaciers high above the sleeping val venosta
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Sitting on a lawn chair at the intersection of

Jenks Lake Road and Highway 38 on a wet,
cold, foggy Saturday making sure Breathless
Agony riders do not miss their turn, I gained
a new appreciation for the importance of being seen. Conditions on the ride were at times
terrible with rain and fog making for very limited visibility. This made it all the more important for cyclists to be seen by drivers who were
themselves having difficulty simply navigating the winding mountain road. Then add in
cyclists wearing dark clothing with no front or
rear lights and it is a recipe for personal disaster.
I have to admit that once I get onto my own
bike, my thought is not on being seen but riding hard, fast and enjoying the ride. Over the
years, I have developed a somewhat fatalistic
attitude about bike riding that drivers will see
and avoid me. I have witnessed many terrible
bike accidents including one fatality, but my
thought is that it will always be the other guy
who gets hurt. On the bike, we are focused on
the road and don’t think about what we look
like to drivers.

N
E
E
S

By Joe Bernhardt, Vice President

nc
e of Being
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The Importa
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Be.....SEEN

But the reality of sitting there in my lawn
chair and not being able to see riders
only a short distance away made me realize just how stupid it is to ride anytime
without a bright front and rear tail light.
At times, riders as close as 100 feet away
were like shadows. Drivers approaching
from the rear would be upon the unsuspecting bike rider in a matter of seconds,
and the likelihood of not being seen on
narrow mountain roads is frightening to
contemplate. I took a couple of photos
while I was shivering in the cold to show
just how difficult it is to be seen in poor
weather.

When I ride road, I always have my personal favorite tail light switched onto its
daytime flash mode. It is a Cygolite Hotshot that puts out a claimed 2 watts of
power. At night, you definitely don’t look
directly at it or it will affect your vision,
but during the day, it can be seen from 1/2
mile away. I used to have a Cygolite mini
front flashing headlight, but when it failed
after a year of use, I didn’t bother to replace it. After Saturday, you can bet I will
be placing an order for a new light. There
are many great small, bright LED lights
on the market that use USB recharging
thus eliminating the need for batteries. I
prefer at least 500 lumens on a flash to be
effective in daylight.
While lighting on the bike is very important, what we wear may be more critical
to being seen and recognized by drivers.
When lighting is poor it is time to ditch
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the use of black or dark clothing; you
need to be seen and black doesn’t cut it.
In cold or wet weather, I personally use a
Pearl Azumi neon reflective wind parka
that makes me highly visible in poor lighting. It lights up from auto headlights and
lets drivers know that I am occupying a
space that is not welcome to them.
There have been studies that show drivers may physically see bike riders with
their eyes, but since they are not expecting to see us, their mind does not perceive
the rider. In effect, some motorists can
look directly at us and not see us. Wearing light clothing will improve the chances as they mentally recognize the shape
of a human figure on a bike and take action to avoid us.
Of note our own club clothing can be ordered with a reflective backing that also
makes us more visible. Again, there are a
number of great products out there, but
be sure to put safety over style.
The Annual Ride of Silence took place on
May 17th recognizing cyclists who have
been killed or hurt by collisions with cars.
In 2016, in Orange County, 12 riders lost
their life in accidents with autos. While
in most cases the driver of the auto was
at fault, to the injured cyclist what difference does it make whose fault it is if they
get hurt or die? Improve your odds of
having a safe ride by thinking before the
ride what you can do to make yourself
more visible to cars that will result in a
incident free ride.

www.ocwheelmen.org
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greenland
by randy kiefer

UR E, AND FA T TIRE
LA N D OF S T A R K
T
L
U
C
BE A UT Y, I N UI T
BIKES
From March 13 through the 23rd, I was a
member of a group of 10 hearty souls that
participated in the second running of “Fat
Tire Greenland”. Six of the 10 days I rode
a fat tire bike 230 kilometers from the base
of the Russell Glacier to the coastal city of
Sisimiut. The ride is sponsored by Abenteurreisen, Switzerland, and supported in
Greenland by Sirius Greenland.
The trip officially started in Copenhagen
where the 9 paid participants met their
Abenteurreisen (adventure tour) SwissGerman guide for a get-acquainted dinner.
The group was made up of 7 Swiss-Germans (2 women and 5 men), a Dutch woman, and me. We met in Copenhagen, as the
only commercial flights to Greenland originate from this city. For an idea as to the
remoteness of this large island destination,
the flying time to Kangerlussuaq, Greenland was approximately 4.5 hrs, ever so
close to eastern Canada.
The memory of stepping off the airplane
and embracing the cold while doing a 360
is permanently embedded. I did not know
what this wild place would have to offer, but
it had my full attention and enthusiasm to
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give it my best effort.
Later that first afternoon we met the 3-person Team Sirious Greenland support group.
It was a warm introduction to Inuit culture
with some local humor - as the lone vegetarian of the group, I was teased with the joke
“what is a vegetarian called in Greenland?
A poor hunter.” This 3-person team drove
the snowmobiles that transported our baggage, carried the fuel that warmed the huts
and tents, gave us warm drinks and snacks
along the route, cooked our meals, and
kept us entertained with their knowledge
of Greenland and local lore.
As for the route, with the exception of the
first day of riding on a road between the
Russell Glacier and Kangerlussuaq, the remaining 5 days were on lakes, fjords, and
rivers with connecting sections of land.
Two days had sections of bike and hike
over steeper grades. The snowy beauty accompanied by the complete silence of these
spaces are without parallel.
Worth noting is the fact that the trail we
followed is the only overland connection
between the only year-around airport in
www.ocwheelmen.org
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Kangerlassuaq (pop 500), and our destination of the coastal city of Sisimiut (pop
5,500).
Some highlights of the trip are as follows
(in no particular order):
• Seeing the Aurora Borealis was nothing
but spectacular. I saw shades of green
that I had never seen before; it was out
of this world.
• While riding by myself, the sound of the
crunching snow approached me until I
heard a “hey” from an unknown source.
I pulled to my right and looked to the
rear only to see a sled team silently
passing me by. Yes, this is Greenland.
Sweet!!
• The “Cold”. The coldest part of the ride
was at the start, because it was inland.
The night before at Kangerlussuaq, temperatures were in the range of -22 degrees (all references are in Fahrenheit).
I am sure it was in that range when we
started at 10:00 am the next day, and
may have warmed to -5. The following
nights were in the area of -10, and during the day it was between -5 to 5 above.
Only on the last days as we got closer to
Sismiut did it reach 10 above.
• Sisimiut. This city of colors built on the
coast’s edge is decorated with wood
frame houses featuring all the colors of
the rainbow and more. The city is alive
with people of all ages, shopping bags in
tow, walking to the various markets; it’s
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a city of women pushing strollers and
children in colorful snowsuits playing
in their own winter wonderland.
• Snow-bound in Sisimiut – Three days of
cancelled flights gave us the opportunity to be further exposed to the wonders
of Mother Nature and Greenland hospitality. A chance to ride snowmobiles,
and discover local watering holes.
•
• The administrative coordination with
Adenteurreisen, and Team Sirius
ground support was unsurpassed. The
clothing needs listed and daily itineraries were spot-on, and a snowmobile
with warm tea served by a cheerful support team member was always nearby.
In the huts the meals were hearty and
plentiful, and followed by a discussion
of the day’s events while enjoying a libation. Comradery is an international
feeling.
After 11 days of fun and adventure it was
time to bid farewell to a snowy and refreshing island with a warm heart, taking with
me memories for a lifetime.
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Goat Hill

By Alan Vester, Moutain Bike Dude

Certification, First Aid and Bear Bells
April of this year I attended a 3 day course
sponsored by IMBA (International Mountain Bike Association) to become a certified
mountain bike ride leader. It was a handson course that taught us mountain bike handling skills, correct use of brakes and body
control while riding. We also learned how to
correctly perform an assessment of a group
of riders, lead them on a guided mountain
bike ride and how to handle situations, such
a medical emergiencies, reckless riders, animal encounters and mechanical bike assessements.
It was for experienced mountain bike riders who wanted to some day become group
ride leaders, or even take it to a higher level
and become a mountain bike instructer. I
really enjoyed the class and I did pass the
course. Most of us think nothing about taking a ski lesson, music lesson to become better versed in the topic, but most of us don’t
think we need any help riding a mountain
bike. I would tell you I was very suprised
to find out I was wrong, and I have since become a much better mountain bike rider.
This particular course is not for everyone,
but I would encourge all riders to seek out
some sort of coaching or class to improve
upon your skills. Web site for more info is:
https://www.imba.com/icp.
I was also required to be First Aid certified
to pass the course. Michelle and I took a
First Aid CPR/AED one day course at the
Red Cross in Santa Ana. Neither one of us
had taken a first aid class in a few years, so

Mountain Biking Geared
Toward the 50+ Rider
it was a great refresher and I would highly
recommend it to every bike rider to invest
in the 6 hour couse. I think you would be
very suprised to learn what your obligations
are when your are certified. We were taught
new methods, what is legal and what is not,
how to assess a medical emergency and be
as helpful as possible until the paramedics
arrive.
Park Rangers here in Orange County
(OCparks rangers), are now walking through
the local parks handing out small bear bells
to mountain bike riders. These are the small
bells that wrap around your handle bars
and alert hikers and equestrians when you
are approaching from behind. Michelle and
I have used them for years and they are extremely helpful for hikers and equestrians
on our shared trails. Us biker types sometime forget our bikes are very quiet and
often startle hikers as we approach them.
Unfortunately, some of us ride too fast and
scare the living daylights out of both hikers
and equestrians. The OC park rangers want
us to have the bells to help make the experience of biking, hiking and horse riding more
friendly.
Please use a bell of some sort when you are
mountain bike riding. The one I use is the
“Timber Bell” it is adjustable and emits a
very pleasant ring.
Their web site is: http://www.mtbbell.com/
they are also available on Amazon.

For more information on Goat Hill or to be added to the e-mail list just send me a note at: alanvester7@gmail.com
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By Mark Gozonsky

And

Orange Blue

At The ALL STAR Game

My bike and I make the train to the All-Star
Game with no time to spare. This is a recurring pattern. I always assume everything is
going to work out fine. I assume so adamantly,
aggressively, in defiance of the hovering idea
that perhaps I might actually enjoy looking
into doing just a little bit more planning.

It’s a reaction against my people’s inherited penchant for worry. My particular people
are Ashkenazi Jews conditioned to worry by
centuries of pogrom. I mention it right here
at the start because earlier in this racial violence-filled summer of 2016, W. Kamau Bell
said in The New York Times Magazine, “When
the ‘good white people’ of the left won’t claim
their whiteness, they think they’re doing a
good thing, when they’re actually opting out
of America’s biggest and most defining problem.” I don’t know if being Jewish counts as
being white, but I do know I want in: in on the
struggle to overcome racial violence, and in on
the baseball All-Star Game.
I’m taking my bike on the Metro Liner south
from Union Station in LA to Oceanside, 40
miles up the coast from San Diego, site of this
year’s pageant. Whited-out graffiti on the
concrete embankment of the LA River turns
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to non-whited out graffiti on the sides of industrial buildings abutting the tracks headed
southeast from downtown. There is industry
aplenty in LA — smelting, concrete mixing,
feather-cushion making — more making, storing and shipping of regular normal things big
and small than we media-minded Angelenos
typically dream of.
Personally, I am dreaming of a seat in the upper deck behind the catcher for $300. That is
the going rate as of last night, and the amount
my wife — determined to live within our means
while saving for retirement — has set as my
budget. I plan to perch up there and soak in the
pasttime, not so much rooting for any particular player but rather basking in the game itself. While rapturously recalling Carl Hubbell’s
five consecutive strike-outs of future Hall-ofFamers in 1934 while admiring contemporary
mound wizard Chris Sale’s ability to toss whiffle ball curves using a hardball, I will also interview fellow fans about this summer’s dreadful police brutality and revenge killings. Since
we are already there to be part of something
bigger than ourselves, these conversations will
further transform the annual celebration of
baseball prowess into… I dunno, but am determined to find out.

www.ocwheelmen.org
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The problem is that cyclist mode and interviewer mode don’t really gel. In cyclist mode you’re
pretty much whir, zip, cool, gone. Whereas in
interviewer mode, you linger. The best answers frequently come when the formal interview itself is over. Cyclists gotta keep moving.
Thus on my bike ride from Oceanside to San
Diego the only human interaction I have is:
a)
A very short and slender man in a
straw hat who asks me for a dollar at the sundrenched Oceanside train station so he can get
a Bailey’s and Cream;
b)
A lean older gent on a green touring bike who utterly smokes me on the also
sundrenched 101 South in Encinitas, pausing
only long enough to ask if orange is my favorite color and when I ask how did you guess he
ha-ha’s and says it’s very visible;
c)
An easily-startled guy in Solano Beach who flinches when I announce “On
your right” while passing him and the grocery
bags dangling from the handles of his mountain bike. I vibe with the waves crashing on the
beach until that same guy and his groceries
pass me going uphill in Del Mar.
d)
An entire crew of cyclists who
leave me in the dust climbing the Torrey Pines
grade without a word except from the one
woman at the very end who says, “I’m going to
try to catch up, wish me luck.” I do and it works
because soon she is out of sight while I continue to create my own rain from the sweat dropping off my bike cap. It is rare for anyone who
doesn’t look like a greyhound to pass me in LA
but this is what happens when you surrender
home field advantage.
e)
A beatific kid standing under a
tree in Mission Bay Park who looks up from his
phone to exclaim, “I just caught a Pokémon.” I
tell him, “That’s what I figured.” What I should
have said was “Congratulations” but you cannot get these snippets of bike conversation
back. They’re like the last line of Robert Louis
Stevenson’s poem “From a Railway Carriage.”

Each a glimpse and gone forever!
f)
If there ever was a guy to talk to
about these troubled times, it should the guy in
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the huge NY Mets-emblemed T-shirt walking
a similarly huge dog on the Rose Creek Trail,
a pastoral patch on the San Diego outskirts,
where Wordsworth and Coleridge would have
been happy to discuss the merits of having the
All-Star Game determine home field advantage for the World Series. Yet at the moment of
truth it turns out he’s just a kid and what am I
really gonna say — “Hey kid, is there a race war
going on?”
No. Like a good Angeleno, I have to polish my
pitch. And so instead of human interaction, I
settle for breathing in the fresh-cut outfield
lawn of the exquisitely rendered diamond at
the Mission Bay Athletic Center. And that is
sweet, but not what the times require.
I will say that human interaction-wise I have a
grand time Snapchatting all the way with my
daughter in Chicago. I snap her my perspiration rain forest in slo-mo and she snaps back
herself and a friend transformed into bumblebees.
Such moments help me carry my daughter
in my heart but we all carry our loved ones in
our hearts and that alone will not turn back
the tide of race hatred in America. Like Van
Morrison sings in “St. Dominic’s Preview,” we
got to get outside of ourselves. At least I think
that’s what he’s saying. Is it actually “get outside empty shells?” In any case, in downtown
San Diego old rivals do seem to be reconciling.
Fans from all over the country root together
old school, the Carlton Fisk 27 Red Sox jersey
walking side-by-side with the Tony Perez 24
Reds jersey amid a throng of Tony Gwynn Padres19s.
Oh yes, I want to be in that number -- although
of course our All-Stars aren’t saints. After
a couple of especially disheartening revelations about domestic abuse and non-payment
of child support by Mets players, I had asked
my beyond-expert friend Bryan to restore my
faith by naming at least three Mets known to
demonstrate good character. He came through
in the clutch, texting back more than ample
documentation that David Wright, Noah Syn-
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dergaard, and Curtis Granderson all give back
plenty. This keeps my faith alive, but even amid
San Diego’s All-Start pageantry I can’t quite
summon ga-ga hero worship.
This is also because all of the “affordable” seats
on SeatGeek that were there last night are
gone goodbye an hour before game time — another miscalculation in my miscalculation
column. Not even in my most flagrant financial recklessness could I shell out $500 for an
“Awful Deal” on SeatGeek and expect a hero’s
welcome at home. Therefore I shift into Plan
B – watch the game from a bar and engage my
fellow patrons in conversation not only about
pennant races but even more so about racial
justice in America and the lack of it and what
to do.
Unfortunately, whizzing past people for four
and a half hours has rendered me somewhere
on the spectrum between marginal and invisible. For example, at the Starbucks closest to
Petco Park, where I sit down with reviving banana and replenishing almonds at a big empty table, a guy wearing an orange tie and two
All-Star caps, one on top of the other, sits down
next to me.
“You’re rocking the double-cap look,” I complimented him sincerely. It’s easy to tell I’m sincere because I am wearing two hat-like accoutrements myself, a bike cap and helmet.
“I am rocking it,” he retorts, pivoting nimbly to
his phone. Fine. Time for me to run an errand,
get another notebook. Look at me, running errands on my bike in a completely different city
from the hometown I woke up in earlier this
very day. Anything is possible — anything!
Feeling the snacks kick in, I exclaim “Nice
socks” to a guy crossing Island Avenue with
orange socks pulled up to his shins. He keeps
right on crossing rather making friends.
Not a quitter, I exclaim, “I like that shirt” to another my age-ish guy sporting a Mark Fidrych
jersey and Tigers cap outside the Albertsons
on 14th Street.
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“Thanks,” he says, and nothing more.
I have always taught my students that saying
“Thanks” and nothing more is exactly how
you’re supposed to respond to a compliment,
yet in this case I find it disappointing. I want
Detroit to open up to me about how profoundly
the legendary free-spirit Mark Fidrych influenced his life: by making it okay to talk with
open passion with inanimate objects such as
baseballs; okay to make ardent love with your
heart’s delight on the precise site of your life’s
most significant places, such as the Tiger Stadium pitcher’s mound. But no. Detroit is intent
on his destination, not up to chat with some
random sweaty cyclist. Thus discouraged, but
unbowed, I start looking for a bar.
At the Half-Door Brewing Company, seated at
a four-top by myself with a cheeseburger, fries
and superdank IPA in front of a television the
size of Temecula; center field at Petco is 200
yards down the street and crowd noise is not
just tipping pitches but telling the future in
advance of the two-second tape delay. I could
not be happier unless my dad had been lobbing
’em into me at the Home Run Derby. In fact, it
feels like we have already done that and now
my late father and I are together admiring all
those Red Sox, his favorite team, in the starting lineup for the American League.
The All-Star introductions are my very favorite part of the game. I ultra-love it because one
or more players inevitably write Hi Mom on
the brim of their cap or on their palm -- except
none of them do that this year. So since I’ve already taken imaginary BP with my dad, let me
pinch hit for all of the 2016 All Stars and say Hi
Mom right here.

Hi Mom! I had a blast texting with you during
the game. Yeah, Eric Holzmer does kinda have
Frida Kahlo eyebrows. Yeah, it’s too bad that
neither Max Scherzer nor Paul Goldschmidt
are in fact Jews. No brethren in the game at
all this year, but last year we had Ryan Braun
and Joc Pederson. Next year in Miami! OK!
Love you!
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As it turned out, my mom was my only friend
during the game. There were other patrons at
adjoining tables, but they had their own conversations to attend to. I was that weird guy
sitting by himself, doing both play-by-play and
color commentary out loud for the audience in
his head.
ME: Very noble of Canoe to work that walk.
ME: Shows discipline.
ME: Yes.
On the way back to LA, the Amtrak Surfliner
has to rescue a broken-down train ahead of us
between Santa Ana and Anaheim. It can’t in
good faith not rescue it. Still, the delay means
getting home to my wife not at a tolerably late
hour but in some undefined dark category of
way-beyond lateness. And here I had made it
to the station in Old Town San Diego with time
to spare for a salsa verde burrito, only to have
the train enter a time warp in which the shaggy-looking guy sitting across from me keeps
bumping his head on the overhead rack every
time he gets up to adjust what looks like his
wordly possessions.
He has a story to tell about how he had sold
everything he had in Seattle and come to San
Diego to look for his long-lost sister, but he
doesn’t insist on talking about that. He’ll talk
about anything. At long last here’s someone I
could ask about race in America, but now I’m
too busy worrying how to get home when the
train finally rolls in to Union Station, long after
the the last bus has come and gone.
I could just ride the 12 miles home. I do it all
the time in the daylight and often enough after
Dodgers games, but we’re talking dead of night
here. The prospect of heading down into the
Metro at 7th and Hope doesn’t thrill me either.
I’d be very vulnerable carrying a bike down
those urban stairs. Option three: pick up the
bus at Spring and 7th. Or is it Spring and 6th?
The schedule I’m consulting is vague, and so I
keep on worrying until the train gets in so late
that unless I ride the whole way home through
the scary dark then I have catch the bus.
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Bike lights flashing, I ride down Spring Street
past the homeless encampment across from
City Hall. It’s bracing to see all those tents and
feel all that sleep-breath in the air, except from
one tent where a woman is raising a ruckus.
I wonder if she is the same woman who earlier in the day had been explaining to amusedlooking construction workers something cosmic, slowly and deliberately, like pouring out
the bottom of a jar of honey.
That cosmic woman was certainly the friendly
homeless person I used to give leftover Breakfast in the Classroom apples and cheese sticks
to in Grand Park after school. She always accepted these offerings with thanks. Then we
would talk about other things, such as the
weather, or about vampires versus werewolves
and which are more dangerous.
“They’re both equally bad,” she calmly assured
me. I missed a day or a week delivering our
leftovers and then hadn’t seen her again until
today.
My rear light blinks while shooting out red laser beams on both sides, creating my very own
motorcycle escort.
“Nice light,” says one of the many black guys
waiting against the front of the long-closed
Tierra Mía coffee shop on Spring and 7th. This
particular black guy is about my height, skinnier but not too skinny in a similar way to how
I’m burly but not too burly.
I’m so glad to finally have someone to talk to.
“Thank you,” I say. Together we admire the red
lasers blinking on the pavement. “You create
your own path,” I add, meaning it as a product endorsement. The guy repeats these very
words – “You create your own path” -- and taps
his heart. We’re brothers!
Another guy asks, “Are those lasers?” This is
an older, browner guy, standing closer to the
curb. I roll my bike over and give him a demo.
“I’ve never seen that before,” he says, in the
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tone of a person who has seen many things
and values fresh perception. He is wearing yellow-tinted aviator glasses, a blue down jacket
and a Dodgers cap. He goes on softspokenly to
tell me that he had just arrived from Seattle on
the train, and also that he has been sober since
1975.
Rather than exclaim, “That’s the year Born to
Run came out!” which my heart is thumping
and yet I sense might not interest him, I ask,
“What turned things around for you?”
He tells me he had drank so much that he required an operation on his pancreas. Then, a
month later, he drank so much again that he
required a second operation on his pancreas,
this one after blacking out somewhere between
Seattle and a VA hospital in Phoenix.
“Did you ever find out how you got to Phoenix?”
I ask. He shrugs.
“How does anyone ever get to Phoenix?” I say
to put him at ease. Putting us both at ease is
a man whom I have often seen and heard at
that precise corner, blasting oldies from a
homemade rig, not a boombox, with speakers
the size and shape of soupcans set up on top of
the garbagecan. One hot day a year or two ago
he was blasting “Black Magic Woman” and it
sounded so perfect, the apotheosis of Santana.
Tonight I ask him, “Is that the Del-Fonics?” The
song has that delicate balance between doowop and soul, but he gives no reply. I consider
my follow-up question while eyeing his two bicycles, because there is only room on Metro
buses for two bikes and he was plainly here
first.
A large woman spanning the corner of the
building itself seems to be offering a discography but upon more focused listening wants
two dollars for food. Although I had earlier in
the day happily given a dollar to the guy in
Oceanside, I do not immediately fork over the
cash. A rabbi once told me that if someone has
reached that place where they’re asking for
money, it’s graceful to fulfill their request. This
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same rabbi — shout-out here to Zoe Klein! — also
once said that when you stop a car to let someone cross the street, it’s like stopping a tank
that could crush them.
The problem at Spring and 7th at 2 am on July
13, 2016 is that opening my wallet in this particular here and now seems like it could be a
rookie move. This is not the ideal place for the
flashing of the cash. So I demur and hang back
against the wall like everyone else, feeling relieved when Santana packs up and rides off
with both of his high-handled-bar’d bikes. He
gets off to a rickety start because he also has to
balance his soupcan speakers, but by the middle of the intersection, going the wrong way
against traffic and also running a red light, he
finds his rhythm and is gone.
“You admire that,” observes my new friend
with the yellow-tinged aviator glasses, who I
hadn’t realized is standing with me.
“It’s hard to ride two bikes at once,” I reply, hoping I might now be on a streak of street-corner
preaching if he touches his heart to affirm the
inner truth of my proclamation, but he demurs. Instead he asks if I’m hot.
“You’re the one wearing the down jacket,” I
think but do not say. He shares further details
regarding his train journey that I miss out on
due to the persistent explosions of long-past
4th of July firecrackers.
Amid all this excitement, along comes the bus.
I put my bike on the clunky, non-intuitive front
rack like a pro while everyone else gets on and
then there at the bus door is my original friend,
the heart-tapper. I imagine we’ll sit together in
the way-back and discuss whiteness and blackness and Jewishness and togetherness but instead I wind up next to my other new friend,
the older, browner guy from Seattle.
We proceed to have a downtown-to-just beyond
Culver City conversation that starts with his
reason for being in LA, which is to preside over
a funeral. He is a spiritual leader of an Indian
tribe centered 60 miles (good bike-riding dis-
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tance!) north of Seattle. Tribal medicine is in
his family, going back to the 1400s. He knows
this because of stories told on totem poles and
talking sticks.
“That’s a long time for wood to last,” I observe.
“It’s cedar,” he explains, adding details about
the preservation process. He introduces himself as Daniel Half Moon and says he has a several centuries old eagle feather in his beat-up
roller suitcase. I am about to ask, “What are its
powers?” but figure its powers must involve
what one makes of them. Instead I say, “It must
be very fragile.”
“It’s a great responsibility,” he clarifies.
The woman in front of us has her own beatup roller suitcase on the seat next to her and
is adamant about keeping it there, so much so
that she refuses a gentleman with a Spanishfrom-Spain accent who asks if he can sit there.
She makes him sit next to a great big genderuncertain sleeping mass with a hood covering their entire head and taking up a seat and
three quarters. The Spanish-accented gentleman perches on the edge of the seat, uneasily.
Meanwhile, the woman in front of us, who is
wearing a badgeholder not for All-Star game
credentials but from Bad Boys Bail Bonds, gets
a jar of Vaseline out of her roller and begins
applying it liberally to her face. She admires
her shining reflection in the bus window of
the night. The guy on the edge of his seat pulls
out a bottle of wine to share with his own new
friend, a young man with exquisitely rendered
eyebrows and short shorts. This new friend
made a sour face when he tastes the wine.
“No le gusta,” I explain to the sommolier.
“That’s because it’s 100% wine,” he replies.
“Too good.”
He shows me the bottle and it is my absolute #1
wine favorite, the Coppola Claret.
We do not all party down together however, because it is time to ask my question about race
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relations to Daniel Half Moon. I formulate it the
best I can, although it is not exactly the question I was originally inspired to ask by Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor in From #BlackLivesMatter to Black Liberation, which I had thought
of bringing with me in my backpack on this
trip but had opted instead for The Wandering
Jews by Joseph Roth.
The question I ask Uncle Half Moon (calling an
Indian leader ‘Uncle’ is a sign of respect, he had
told me) is, “How free can we be in America?”
I imagine he will reply, “What do you mean by
‘we’?” and I’m ready: “We the people.” But instead he looks at his hand as though reading
his fortune. Then he tells me that America is
a much more diverse place than it was back in
1975. People who have come to this country
since then need to have their own stories told.
They also need to have the process of voting
explained bettter, because it’s very confusing.
This is the essence of his answer. Access to indigenous stories and to voting determine how
free we can be in America.
He continues to answer beyond the question,
saying that humanity has at most 25 years to
stave off environmental apocalypse. Somberly
he says, “The birds are confused by air pollution. The butterflies are confused. Most important, the bees are confused. They’re confused
about time. When you confuse insects about
time, you’re near the end.”
So are we. We reach my stop at three-thirty
in the morning. Daniel Half Moon and I bid
farewell and the oenophile gratefully takes my
seat. I wonder what they’ll talk about! Meanwhile, I check in on my sleeping wife, then stay
up for another hour, writing the bus conversation down. I wake up with my wife, make her
coffee, and keep on writing.
Since then I keep checking the baseball scores
like always, hoping against hope that the Mets
will win despite the dismaying tendency of
their best players to suffer season-ending injuries. What’s different since the All-Star game
for me is, I have asked my how-free-can-we-be
question and gotten an answer. It’s a streak of
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one, infinitely better than a streak of zero.
Also, I pay more attention nowadays to dragonflies. They remind me of insect time: zooming in and hovering, hovering and taking off
like a runner on second after pulling in with
double -- taking a lead, looking back at the bag,
stretching the lead, checking again, sizing up
the pitcher and going.

The end.

Kevin Paxton

has formed a cycling team

to ride the Bay to Bay Multiple Sclerosis
fundraising ride on October 21st and 22nd and is looking for others to join his team. There are options for 150, 125, 100, and
25 miles for this scenic bike ride from Irvine down to San Diego. It is an incredibly well supported ride with many volunteers
who truly appreciate your participation and fundraising. Please
see his fundraising page at http://main.nationalmssociety.org/
goto/KevinPaxton for more about his fundraising and why he is
helping to find a cure. You can also find a link to the team page
to sign up at http://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/TR/Bike/
CASBikeEvents?pg=team&fr_id=29046&team_id=512221
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The Hungry
Cyclist
Grilled BLT Turkey Sausage Burgers
Ingredients

Preparation

MAKES 4

Summer Pickles

Summer Pickles

½ cup distilled white vinegar
3 tablespoons sugar
1 tablespoon salt
1 garlic clove, crushed
1 medium zucchini, thinly sliced
into rounds
1 small onion, thinly sliced
into rings

Assembly

Vegetable oil (for grill)
8 ounces bacon (about 8
slices)
1 pound spicy turkey sausage,
casings removed if needed
4 ounces sharp cheddar,
sliced (optional)
4 hamburger buns
Sliced tomato, sliced avocado,
and lettuce (for serving)
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Stir vinegar, sugar, salt, and garlic in a medium bowl until sugar and
salt are dissolved. Add zucchini and onion. Let sit until slightly softened, 10–15 minutes.
Do Ahead: Vegetables can be pickled 1 week ahead. Cover and chill.

Assembly

Prepare a grill for medium-high, indirect heat (for a charcoal grill,
bank coals on one side of grill; for a gas grill, leave one or two
burners off). Oil grate. Grill bacon over indirect heat, moving around
and turning as needed to minimize flare-ups (you can even briefly put
it over direct heat to speed things up) until browned and crisp, 8–10
minutes. Transfer to a plate.
Shape turkey sausage into 4 patties. Grill over direct heat, moving
to indirect heat if browning too quickly, until browned and cooked
through, 6–8 minutes. Top patties with cheese if desired and cook until
melted, about 1 minute.
Lightly toast buns while cheese is melting. Build burgers with buns,
turkey patties, drained zucchini pickles, bacon, tomato, avocado, and
lettuce.
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Hiking Corner

Submitted By: Michelle Vester
Pictures By: Michelle Vester

Exploration Trail out of Children’s Forest, Running Springs

Exploration Trail out of Children’s Forest in Running Springs is one of my favorite trails to hike,
and not that far from the OC. The trailhead is about 5 minutes north of Running Springs, and I
suggest parking at Children’s Forest, where there is a bathroom, and a small museum and vistor’s
center. The building also houses a forest service facility.
We stared the hike from the parking lot of the visitor’s center, and walked around the front of the
building toward and past the forest service facility to Keller Peak Road. At Keller Peak Road we
turned right (west) and walked about 100 yards to the trailhead, located on the right.
This 9 mile out and back hike takes you to upper Keller Peak Road where there is a bench and
parking lot for those who want to explore the upper part of Exploration Trail without putting in
the hiking miles. You can also continue up the road about a mile to the Keller Peak fire lookout
and the peak registry.
The fire lookout is usually open late May thru October. This hike has awesome views and is considered moderate. Bring plenty of water, sunscreen, snacks, and wear good hiking shoes.
I recommend going to Rocky’s Roadhouse in Running Springs afterward for great sandwhiches.
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By Mike Lee
Director
43rd Annual Amtrak Century:

Breathless Agony:
I started this ride with a little trepidation.

Although I had a lot of experience with the
route, the area, and of course a great group
to support the riders. But being that the
ride is in May, which is known as a very unpredictable time of year. It can bring everything from snow, rain, or blistering temps.
So, what we had was a raining, cloudy, and
cold ride with a glorious sun-drenched finish at Onyx Summit. And only the week before during the pre-ride were perfect temps
for what can be a great ride for our riders.
We made some adjustments to the route in
eliminating Jack Rabbit Trail that some riders missed but I think the consensus was a
good change. We did add a little diversion
climbing Hwy 38 to Onyx by taking the right
turn to Jenks Lake. I didn’t hear anything
from riders that they objected. Overall, we
learned some terrific adjustments for 2018
and with more experience OCW will make
this a great ride in future editions. Thank
you to the Breathless Team and the riders
that completed it despite the challenges.
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This is OCW’s most unique and signature
ride that I personally have been contacted
by organizations across the country of emulating it. Which the only problem is whether
Amtrak’s willing to adjust the cars on the
route to allow 900+ seats, otherwise about
11 cars to be assembled in one location to return riders to the start. We have a ride that
I truly believe, that we may be the only Bike
club that will be able to do this. We get riders
from across the country to do this ride. We
have a secured the host hotel, a great route,
the Blue Pacific Ocean on your right and
most years a tailwind and perfect Southern
California weather cooperating.
With Breathless in May I have such a great
head start to all the planning and organizing. This year we have made changes to
the route and eliminated Camp Pendleton
from the official route. Riders will still be
able to ride through Camp Pendleton but
with all the headaches we had in satisfying
their requirements last year we will be going
down the Freeway from Las Pulgas to Ocean
Blvd. I personally have ridden that many
times and find it easy. A wide shoulder of
over 10 feet. And we have Caltrans sweep it
that week and really you should not experience any problems. It is also recognized and
approved stretch by Caltrans and the CHP.
Lunch is being moved to San Diego so no lag
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time in Oceanside. There are more changes
but none that the rider will notice.
What I need though is my Team of volunteers to support the riders in getting to San
Diego for the memorable train ride home.
The crew of OCW members and their families are superior to any other event I have
ever managed. Look for an email that I am
trying out for the first time a new registration that captures all the information I need
to communicate, and direct the team. And
with our sponsors of Bristol Farms, Whole
Foods and Hammer Nutrition, OCW is poised
to move to the next level for this event.
I am looking forward to a successful ride and
great support for our riders in 2017.
If you want to help in any capacity or continue in your previous efforts watch for my
email or you can always contact me at mike.
lee@ocwheelmen.org
Mike

43rd Annual Amtrak Century
September 9, 2017
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By
Steve Loughran
As I passed my 60th birthday last year, I had

been hearing for some time that as we age, we
need to exercise more “just to keep up.” The
belief is that, after about age 50-55, it is almost
impossible to gain strength, muscle mass and
endurance and that I needed to increase my
exercise duration and intensity to maintain
my current level of fitness, but don’t expect
any gains. Well, it just didn’t feel that way. I
felt as if I was getting stronger but maybe that
too was an effect of aging; delusions of grandeur or simply my mind was going.
So, I started digging around lately for a scientific answer. I don’t have a power meter on any
of my bikes. I do have a heart rate monitor
but rarely pay attention to it while peddling. I
don’t monitor cadence either. Maybe I should
look at this more closely but I just don’t. In
many ways I don’t want to spoil the joy of cycling. I will never be a racer, so I just want to
enjoy but, I do want to stay in shape to keep
up with the rest of the wankers (Sturt, Miguel,
John, Charles and the others I secretly really
enjoy cycling with. But don’t tell them, you
know how they get).
As I looked at some studies (I used scientific
journals, not sites advertising “snake oils”), I
came across paper after paper documenting
loss of muscle mass and strength. One paper
in 2006 (ancient for research purposes) by
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Goodpaster., et al, published in Medical Sciences, looked at muscle mass and strength in
1880 older adults (aged 70-79) over a three
year period. The results showed that both
men and women lost strength with men losing almost twice as much strength as women (GREAT!). Annually, the loss of muscle
strength was about 3.5% but loss of muscle
mass was only about 1% annually. The conclusion was that because the loss of muscle
strength was greater than the loss of muscle
mass, there appeared to be a greater loss of
muscle “quality” compared to mass alone.
There was something happening at the cellular level. (Keep reading, it does get better).
It was with great pleasure that I found a link to
an article done in the journal Cell Metabolism
(a rather boring journal of analysis of stuff at
the very cellular level). This paper looked at
healthy but sedentary adults both younger
than 30 and a group older than 64. The two
groups were randomly assigned to different
exercise groups (weight lifting, bicycling, stationary bikes) or no exercise. Tests of aerobic
fitness, blood-sugar levels, gene activity and
mitochondrial health in the cell walls (these
are the little creatures in our cells that produce energy) were done before and after starting exercise.
Not surprising, there were gains in muscle
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mass and strength more in the group who did
weight training only while interval training
increased endurance the most. The most reassuring aspect for me, however, came when
the subjects’ muscles were biopsied (any volunteers?). In the younger subjects, gene activity had changed in 274 genes in the higher
intensity group compared with 170 for the
moderate exercise group and only 74 for the
weight lifting-only group. In the older group
however, 400 genes were now working differently compared with 33 for weight lifters
only and only 19 for moderate exercisers. The
conclusion is that, higher intensity exercise
changes the actual physiology of older adults
more than younger people and that interval
workouts showed increases in the number and
health of mitochondria (more energy), which
was particularly pronounced in the older cyclists!!!! Yeah. So, decline in cellular/muscle
health is reversed with exercise, especially
with higher intensity exercise, like cycling.

The Orange county wheelmen are
looking for volunteers to host
a monthly OCW social party.

ocw picnic
11am, august 13, 2017

You can choose the date and
time. OCW reimburses up to $150
to cover your expenses for hosting. There are usually 20 or so
members that attend.
Contact monica.mccarthy@outlook.com with your interest and
telephone number.

6622 Lakeview Drive
Huntington beach

thank you!

For more information click here
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What is a Folding Party?

By Joe Bernhardt

When I first joined OCW three years ago, I saw each month in the calendar an event titled
“Folding Party.” I thought “what the heck is that,” and figured that it must be something
only for Board Members or some sort of mysterious committee. I thought “this doesn’t apply
to me” so I never bothered to look into attending one of these meetings.
Once I became Vice President of the club, I found out what I had been missing. Turns out the
Folding Party is really a Social Party with no real agenda other than to meet fellow riders
and spouses and to have a good time for a few hours. The monthly party is hosted by a club
member at their home and is totally casual in nature.
I invite all club members to give it a try and attend one of our future Social Parties. On the
bike we do talk and kid around, but conversations are usually limited to the length of a stop
light. At the social party with our diverse group of members, there is never a shortage of topics to discuss. In addition the food and drink is first class.
Our last party was at the home of President John Renowden who personally cooked a wonderful meal. As you can see by the picture I took of John cooking, he has many talents besides being a strong bike rider and club president.
At our last board meeting, we adopted a resolution dropping the name Folding Party and
have renamed it to better describe it for what it is, a “Social Party”. I encourage you to take a
look at the calendar and try to find time to attend an upcoming Social Party. Be sure to RSVP
as the hosts need to know how many guests to expect.
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COME RiDE WiTH US!
www.ocwheelmen.org

SATURDAY RiDE LiKE A PRO
Please check out the opportunity to ride the Saturday short ride with one of our friendly League
Certified Instructors (LCIs).
We are fortunate that we have a dedicated group of LCIs that volunteer to head this ride every
Saturday.
This ride is for those who would like to have a bit of personalized training, like learning to be
a bit more comfortable riding on the road. Our LCIs cover many topics, and you can ask all the
questions you want.
The Saturday Ride Like a Pro is a slow “no drop” ride to sharpen your skills. So come on out,
learn to ride safer and have some fun!
For more information go to: www.ocwheelmen.org/page/show/419732-ride-like-a-pro-rides
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By Kevin & Ximena Ansel

4

Days Hiking in the
Grand Canyon

We met our group in the hotel lobby in Flag-

staff at 4:45 am. There were nine of us plus
our two guides. We would have an hour and a
half drive to the Hermit Trail on the south rim
of the Grand Canyon. The guides distributed
four days of food among us as we all shared in
carrying the meals.
We hoisted our 30 pound packs on our backs
and started the steep descent down into the
canyon. The Hermit Trail starts off by descending 2000 feet in just two and a half
miles. The trail was very rocky with lots boulders to traverse. There was a large amount of
loose scree and golf ball size rocks, making it
slow and strenuous. The beauty of the canyon took our minds off of the difficulty.
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After our nine mile trek we arrived at our
first night campsite, Hermit’s Creek. As our
guides prepared our meal we filtered fresh
water from the creek. The day was challenging and it was nice to recover with a good meal
and conversation with our new friends. Everyone in the group felt the effort of the day.
Camping in our primitive campsite brought
an incredible view of the stars without light
pollution. We watched as the constellations
roll by and spotted a brilliant meteor. The
evening temperature was in the 40’s which
was warmer than we expected.
After a hearty breakfast we headed down the
Monument Trail which got its name from the
large rock tower along the trail. We turned off
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was beautiful with flowering cactus and desert wild flowers. We traversed many gorges
as we hiked narrow paths along the cliffs of
the canyon. We ended the long day in the Indian Gardens campground. This campsite is
popular with many overnight hikers as it is
accessible from the Grand Canyon Village on
the south rim. Indian Gardens an oasis used
by Native Americans up to modern times. The
campground is located in a grove of beautiful
trees and looks quite different than the open
and exposed Tonto Plateau.

towards Granite Rapids which took us to our
second day campsite on the sandy beach of
the Colorado River. Even though the daytime
temperature was 90 degrees, the river water
was in the low 40’s. Kevin took a quick dip in
the river to cool off…a very quick dip. Granite
Rapids is a famous spot on
the Colorado River where
rafters shoot the turbulent waters. A couple of
large boats shot through
this section while we relaxed on the river bank.
After two days of hiking
we encountered only a
few other hikers. This
part of the canyon is more
remote and difficult to get
to.

On the morning of our fourth day we woke to
deer grazing in our campsite oblivious to our
presence. We finished our 35 mile trip by ascending the Bright Angel Trail to the Grand
Canyon Village. It was a steep 11% grade to
the top of the rim. Many day hikers looked
at us like we were crazy as we headed up the
trail carrying full packs and looking a bit dirty
after four days without a shower. Our group
gathered at the top for one final meal but this
time is was hot pizza and cold beer in one of
the canyon restaurants.

Day three was a challenging 13 mile trek back up to
the Tonto Plateau. There
were very few streams or
creeks so we carried over
three liters of filtered water for the day. We were
warned not to get water
from the Horn Creek because it is contaminated
with uranium from an
old mine. The Tonto Trail
Summer 2017				
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It was nice going with an organized guiding
company who took care of the backcountry
hiking permits and provided the food. Our
journey was inspiring, rewarding, and provided us with a perspective of the Grand Canyon that is completely different than looking
over the edge from the top.
If you are interested in seeing the canyon
from the bottom up and enjoying the solitude
of the canyons nature, we would highly recommend this trip.
http://tsxchallenge.com/grand-canyon-extreme-challenge/
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The Bicycle Tree has a new location!
702 W. 17th St. Unit C
Santa Ana, CA 92706
Reopening Saturday June 10th
11:00 am - 5:00 pm

Yes! The lease has been signed and we’ve begun the planning and build-out of our new home!

After what turned out to be an extensive 7-month search, we’ve chosen this great location at
17th and Flower, not far from Santa Ana College. In moving here, we are gaining about 40% more
square footage plus much higher ceilings - more space that we will be able to utilize for storage,
organization, repair, and other activities. With a lot of natural light, a roll-up door, convenient bicycle and auto parking, and a number of other helpful features, we feel this place has been worth
the wait. We are remaining close to our previous Main St. location while now bordering the Willard, Washington Square, and Floral Park neighborhoods.
We’re eager to get up and running again soon so we can continue to serve the community and
keep people rolling! We plan to reopen on Saturday, June 10th from 11:00 am - 5:00 pm, doing
repairs and having a bike sale. We will be having a grand opening celebration at a later date.
We have a big task ahead, including building out racks and fixtures for bikes, wheels, frames, and
parts, and moving in all the stuff from storage. Please contact us by email at info@thebicycletree.
org if you are able to volunteer your help with basic construction tasks, transportation, moving,
or other tasks.
We also need financial support to help us make this transition. Please donate here or via the button below.
DONATE
Summer 2017				
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Who Am I

?

Who am I? I am a daughter, a sister, a wife, an Aunt, a co-worker, a supervisor, a mentor, a friend, a confidant and many more hats. Today, like
many other days, I am a cyclist. There is a theory called the Six Degrees
of Separation. It is the idea that everyone and everything is six or fewer
steps away, by way of introduction from another person in the world. It
is the reminder that we are connected to one another by one single thread.
This past week, I participated in my third annual Ride of Silence. It’s not
something I wanted to be a part of, because of the nature of the gathering.
But, it was necessary because we cannot forget. As we gathered at Irvine’s
City Hall, I watch around me all the various faces – some familiar – many
new. In that moment, together, we were no longer strangers. Some of
my friends gathered in Orange, Fullerton and Huntington Beach. We were
apart for this year’s ride, but we were connected by one single thread. We
rode, in slow, somber, funeral procession pace, lead by two Police Motorbikes through various parts of Irvine. These officers took it a step further
and stopped traffic at each red light as 50+ cyclists rode in silence. Some
wore red bands on their arms to signify their ‘brush’ with a vehicle. Some
wore black bands on their arms to signify a close friend or family who
lost their lives doing what we all love.
This is what truly amazes me about the cycling community. On any given
day, we can wear so many hats. Yet, when we gather together, we are a fellow cyclist. It’s a clan within itself. There is a camaraderie that cannot be
replicated. We may ride solo. We may organize a ride with friends. Our
Saturday and Sunday Mornings are filled with plans at various bike clubs
with strangers. We have training rides, organized fundraising rides, volunteerism, centuries, double centuries, mad climbs, and pretty much any
excuse to just go out and ride. We have tri-athletes, endurance riders,
and hard core racers. We plan trips together, often leaving California to
ride with New Yorkers through the five boroughs, pedal through the Coconut coast of Kauai, ride machete-attached mountain bikes on the sandy
beaches of Punta Cana, climb the red roads of Utah, or the steep mountains of Whistler. Let’s not forget rides around France with meat, cheese
and baguettes in tow!
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Like yourself, I ride to burn off the crazies and to clear my head. I
can be a daredevil on a Mountain bike and yell at my legs to shut up
while climbing a steep-slow-and-steady hill on my Road bike. On any
given ride, I can traverse across many cities, canyons and valleys. I
smirk when non-cyclists friends and family ask how many miles I ride
and the look of horror when you mention any mileage above 5. Many of
you participated in the infamous Amtrak ride from Irvine to San Diego
and rewarded with a (somewhat) restful ride back on the Amtrak with
fellow cyclists. I love that I am a part of something bigger than myself
and something amazing. I can be a lone wolf on a ride and quickly
pull up next to my friends and chat about work and drama. I love the
slight nod or the slow two finger wave off the bars whenever I past by
a fellow cyclist. We ride because it makes us feel alive and connected.
We ride because life is greater than all the drama. We ride because in
cycling, we learn how to conquer life’s series of difficult up’s and down’s.
I love how we are a great support system, always encouraging each other
to keep pushing to the next level. I love that we watch out for one another. It is a cold world out there with some not-so-nice people. We
are ever mindful and hold the precious gift of life close to our hearts.
When someone within our tight knit community falls, we are wounded
and broken. We are quickly reminded this fallen cyclist was someone’s
daughter/son, sister/brother, aunt/uncle and someone’s everything. We
have to hope they passed doing what they loved most.
												Julie
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New Law Fails
To Curb
vs.
Deaths,

Car

Bicycle

Orange County person killed every month

By DAVID WHITING | dwhiting@scng.com | Orange County Register
Published in the Orange Country Register May 10, 2017

With little mid morning traffic to share the road with, a cyclist rides south along Pacific Coast Highway in Newport Beach on Tuesday morning,
May 9, 2017. Orange County continues to kill an average of one cyclist a month despite a new California law that requires vehicles to stay 3
feet from bicycles when passing. Newport Beach has the most deaths. (Photo by Mark Rightmire,Orange County Register/SCNG)

Let’s try this to save lives: When you are

behind the wheel and distracted, think about
the 12 people riding bicycles who were killed
by drivers last year.
That’s right. A dozen humans were cut down
on local roads in 2016 while doing nothing
more than pedaling their bikes.
A review of Orange County Coroner records
and published reports found that despite new
laws, thousands of dollars spent improving
Summer 2017				

safety and more “share the road” signs, we
averaged a bicycle death by vehicle every
month.
This year so far, three cyclists have been
killed.
The youngest victim last year was Brock McCann, only 8 years old. The third-grader was
riding home from school on May 25 in Newport Beach when he was hit by a trash truck.
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In a cruel twist of fate, the boy died during
National Bike Month, a four-week period that
includes a global Ride of Silence – this year,
Wednesday, May 17 – to raise awareness
about driver and cycling safety.
The dead also included Deborah Gresham, a
44-year-old Stanton resident who was a fan of
the “Walking Dead” television show and also
very much a fan of life.
Her “Zombie Killers 2” Facebook page had

Be Polite
In total last year, Orange County witnessed 17
cycling deaths.
Two people died on bicycle trails, one cyclist
was killed by a train, one man fell riding his
bike and one man hit a parked van. I excluded
them from my tally of a dozen traffic deaths.
California has the sixth-highest death rate in
the nation. In 2010, there were 100 cycling

Traffic moving at approximately 60 mph, flies by a group of cyclists as they ride south along Pacific Coast Highway in Newport
Beach on Tuesday morning, May 9, 2017. Orange County continues to kill an average of one cyclist a month despite a new California law that requires vehicles to stay 3 feet from bicycles when passing. Newport Beach has the most deaths. (Photo by Mark
Rightmire,Orange County Register/SCNG)

20,000 followers. “We all loved her,” recalled
Sarah Medley, of Madison, Wis. “We’re just going to go on from here and honor her in our
individual ways.”
The human carnage is nothing new. I’ve been
documenting bicycling deaths in Orange
County for a decade and every year we average about one road death a month.
Still, the carnage is especially tragic coming
less than two years after a much-heralded law
that requires drivers to leave a 3-foot space
between steel steed and fragile bicycle when
passing.
Yet there is hope. With a just little effort we
can reduce the death toll.
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deaths. Three years later, 123 cyclists were
killed.
Nationwide, 818 people died in bicyclemotor vehicle crashes in 2015. According to the National Highway Transportation Safety Board, since 2006 there
was a 6 percent increase in deaths.
Thanks to helmet laws, the number of
children killed in bicycle crashes has
plunged. But at the same time, the number of adult deaths has increased.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention states the largest concentration of
cycling deaths is among adults 35 to 54
years old. In recent years, that mortal-
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ity rate has gone up nearly threefold.
While drivers often are to blame, cyclists, too,
need to change behaviors.
Roadies, as they are called, ride in tight packs
and often scare drivers. They sometimes slow
traffic and make it nearly impossible to turn.
Like drivers, cyclists sometimes race through
traffic lights, blast through stop signs.

him in the Yosemite Valley this week appreciating one of the best year’s ever for waterfalls.
Sellin told me that the 3-foot law helped raise
cycling awareness, but remains ineffective.
He pointed out the fines for littering far exceed the fines for passing a bicycle with only
inches to spare.
“The reality is for drivers to just slow down

A bike route sign along Pacific Coast Highway in Newport Beach on Tuesday morning, May 9, 2017. Orange County
continues to kill an average of one cyclist a month despite a new California law that requires vehicles to stay 3 feet from
bicycles when passing. Newport Beach has the most deaths. (Photo by Mark Rightmire,Orange County Register/SCNG)

After several decades cycling Orange County
roads and more than a decade receiving reader email, I will stress that one of the most important things cyclists can do is to be ambassadors.
Just one rude cyclist can damage relations
with a host of drivers. All cyclists need to obey
all traffic laws, be polite and be super considerate when riding in a peloton.
Bill Sellin is a long-time cyclist and a volunteer advocate for safe cycling. He has worked
with the Orange County Transportation Authority on several projects, assisted the Orange County Bicycling Coalition, and serves
as communications board member for the
“non-racing” Bicycle Club of Irvine. I reached
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and do the right thing.”
“Drunk driving is certainly a problem,” Sellin said. “But addiction to cellphones is now a
problem as well. People are no longer paying
attention to driving, but paying attention to a
device.”
Sixty-six percent of Bicycling magazine readers who responded to a survey released this
month reported seeing at least one distracted
driver on every ride. If the cyclists weren’t focused on trying to avoid being killed, I’m sure
they would have seen far more.
Even the popular motorist website Edmunds.com offers tips for drivers: appreciate bicycle vulnerability, spare cy-
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clists the right hook by turning in front of
them, beware of left turns, look before exiting your car, adjust anti-cyclist attitudes.
The California Department of Motor Vehicles,
too, warns drivers, “Motorists must look carefully for bicyclists before turning left or right,
merging into bicycle lanes, and opening doors
next to moving traffic.
“Respect the right-of-way of bicyclists because they are entitled to share the road with
you.”
I’ll point out that’s not only the law, it’s good
manners.
As I write this — and I am not making this up —
my wife returns from a road ride and reports
a guy in a pickup truck yelled an obscenity at
her.
Really dude? Your mother would be ashamed.

Share the Road

Sellin offers hope in something that at first may
seem counter-intuitive but then makes sense.
“As we get more cyclists on the road, collisions should become fewer because people get
used to bicycles.”
If Sellin is correct, the tide will turn. Road riding is an increasing trend in Orange County
and across the nation.
The League of American Bicyclists reports
that bicycle commutes between 2000 and
2013 jumped 105 percent, far outstripping
the increase in commutes by car. In California, getting to work by bicycle since the Millennium went up at least 40 percent.
Next week marks National Bike to Work Week.
Let’s make it an especially auspicious time for
cyclists.
But more than anything, let’s never forget the
Ride of Silence. Perhaps someday there will
be no need to remind motorists to share the
road.

With plenty of rush hour traffic to deal share the road with, a cyclist rides south along Pacific Coast Highway in the bike lane in Newport Beach on
Tuesday morning, May 9, 2017 (Photo by Mark Rightmire,Orange County Register/SCNG)
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Our Saturday ride

by william amsbary

We came up with the idea to go to Pasadena for the Amgen finish during our Saturday morning

ride. I had never attended a professional bike race. James Hansen and I thought we might have to
park a few miles away, so we put our bikes in the back of James’s minivan planning to park and
ride to the course. We managed to park a few blocks away and walked to a shady spot along the
barrier on the Green Street straightaway about 100 yards from the finish. Everyone seemed to
have the TOC app on their phones, tracking the riders, who were about 10 miles away when we
arrived. All the chatter I overheard (in many languages) seemed to contain the word “Sagan.”
Law enforcement, race and team vehicles appeared first, diverting off Green. We heard and then
saw the helicopter, signaling the approach of the riders. The five-man breakaway group sped past
in a furious instant. The other groups passed by, and the crowd cheered on the exhausted stragglers. We walked down to the convention center and watched the awards, which started just as
we arrived - they waste no time! James suggested we find the team vehicles, which were parked
a few blocks away in a vacant lot. We admired the bikes, and watched the support personnel dissemble and box up the bikes for shipping to the next race. Somehow, we found ourselves next to
the “anti-doping” RV just as TOC yellow jersey winner George Bennett arrived. Almost no one else
was around. James checked with the Team Lotto driver, who said we could take a photo when
George came out. We did not have much time to chat because after George emerged, he was surrounded by friends and admirers, including several fellow Kiwis. Despite just having come off a
grueling race, George was very gracious. We took our photos, said thanks and walked back to the
car, stopping only to get a quick photo with the Team Rally representatives.
Summer 2017				
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A Potpourri of

Cycling

Tho
ugh
ts.............
By Jay Doyle
I was going to focus on one subject; thoughts

while riding. So, I thought about what I think
about when I ride. I wasn’t sure, so, I rode.
When I came back I wrote down the subjects
I thought about. Work, investments, family.
Hmmm, nothing remarkable here. How about
versus what I think about when I drive. I happened to have a two-hour drive planned and
afterward wrote down some of the thoughts
I had thought. Hmmm, again, nothing special. I concluded that I don’t have any special thoughts while riding. Typical rider’s
thoughts like, my butt hurts, the sweat is
stinging my eyes, how many more miles and
where is the frigging top, are not special. And
of course, the riders behind you in a paceline
want to think you are thinking about nothing
but safety.
I wanted to consider factors in cycling ability
at a moment. Being relatively new to cycling
I wondered what factors dictate ability on the
bike at a given time for a person. I have concluded that the three most important factors
in order of importance are; age, weight and
how long have you been riding.
Ain’t no getting away from it, age is factor
number one. The older you are, the relatively
slower you are. In other words, if you train
the same in your 30’s as you did in your 20’s,
the twenty-year-old ‘you’ would win the race.
Weight is very important. Pros spend thouSummer 2017				

sands to reduce bike weight. (So do we!)
Think about the fact that if you could
lose 10 pounds, that is half a bike you
don’t pull up that hill.
And how long have you been riding... It
has amazed me that it takes years to
‘get it’ on a bike. After a year, I boasted
to non-riding friends that I had been riding for a year. Now I know… nice start.

Not too long ago I posted a question on
a bike club Facebook page. What do you
consider more of a challenge, a terrific
headwind directly in your face or an unknown sustained 8% climb? For me and most
respondents it was wind being the greater
challenge. How disheartening or challenging is it to be finally descending into a nice
minus 7-8% grade and you must pedal to get
any speed because of the headwind! Think descending from Onyx Summit to beyond Angeles Oaks during Breathless Agony this year.
Yikes!
No sun, no wind, no rain. Perfect, let’s ride!
Unless it is below 70 degrees I prefer cloudy.
The ‘safety bicycle’ design which we now ride
has not dramatically changed for over 120
years. The ‘penny farthing’, the big wheel in
the front and small wheel in the back, was
quite dangerous. People were killed just getting on and off it. The Safety Bicycle design
replaced it.
It truly fascinates me that a human being,
even being north of 60 years old can sit on a
bicycle and on a no wind, flat stretch exceed
30 miles an hour for a brief time. It was brilliant engineering to be able to come up with
that enduring design.
Fill up your water bottle whenever you can.
And never pass up an opportunity to pee.
Don’t get off your bike on a long climb. Stand
for a few strokes but you are better off to just
keep pedaling. If you get off, you lose time and
the relief is momentary and fleeting. Stay on
and get there sooner.
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It takes a while and I am still working on it
but standing is helpful. Of course, it is also, really hard. At first to stand for more than a few
seconds was difficult for me. Now I train for it
and can hold for 15 minutes on a climb. I read
of a pro who stands for the first hour of every
training ride. It is good to be an amateur!
If you are ever out on a long ride, in physical
distress, tired and sore and wondering what
the hell you are doing out there… keep pedaling, you will find the answer!

TOP
5

Crash Situations to Avoid
Cycling is one of the most rewarding and
healthy ways to get from point A to point B.
Unfortunately, even the most cautious cyclist
could get involved in a crash with a motorist.
While there’s no way to stop reckless drivers,
there are some common situations you can
avoid when riding alongside trafBic to give
yourself the best chance of not getting hit by a
car.

#1: The Right Hook

This common crash occurs when you’re on
the right-hand side of a motorist and he turns
right, running into you.
There are a few ways to prevent this. The
first is to never approach a car at a stoplight
from the right if he shows intent to turn right.
You’re asking for disaster if you do this—A
much wiser decision would be to approach
from the left, or to simply wait for the light to
turn green.
You can also invest in a little handlebar mirror to see cars approaching with intent to
turn right. Once you see one coming you can
position yourself in the left-hand side of the
lane. This will not give the motorist the option
to attempt to skirt around you and turn right
in front of you.

#2: Getting Doored
Summer 2017				

This situation is deadly because you’re
screwed either way: There’s no time to stop
if a motorist opens his door directly in front
of you, and if you swerve to the left you may
be rear-ended or even hit by oncoming traffic.

The best way to avoid getting doored is to simply ride far enough away from parked cars
that it’s mathematically impossible for you to
get hit. The average car door is 5’ long, so riding 4’ away from parked cars should be plenty. If you’re not great at distance estimates,
keep in mind that if you can reach out and
touch a mirror, you’re too close.
If your bike lane is too close to parked cars,
it’s completely legal for you to ride in the vehicle lane. Bike lanes are meant to be used
when it’s “safe and convenient” to do so.

#3: The Left Cross

This crash occurs when you’re passing an intersection and a motorist tries to turn left,
turning directly into you.
Avoiding the left cross is all about staying visible. In nearly every state, it’s illegal for your
bicycle to not have a white headlight that’s
visible from 300 feet away. Having your light
on during the day may help keep you even
more noticeable. You can also wear bright
clothing to make sure you’re seen, or attach
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reflectors to your helmet. I’m not saying light
yourself up like a Christmas tree here, but a
little can go a long way in simply not getting
hit by a car.

Much like getting doored, you can prevent a
lot of collisions by riding to the left and not
directly alongside the sidewalk or row of
parked cars.

Additionally, you again should not try to pass
cars from the right. A motorist turning left
will not be able to see you behind the other
car. Ride directly in front of or behind a line of
trafBic for the most visibility.

What are some of your best tips for staying
safe and preventing crashes?

#4: Rear Ended

This crash is actually pretty uncommon, but
absolutely deadly if it happens. Riding predictably goes a long way in stopping cars from
rear-ending you. An excellent example of a
poor move is switching lanes when you come
upon an empty parking lane. It may seem
like a good idea to capitalize on the available
space at the time, but eventually you’ll come
across a parked car or a curb. At that point,
you’ll need to merge back into trafBic quickly,
which motorists will not be expecting or looking for.

*The content of this article was written
by Deanna Power of Personal Injury Help
(http://www.personalinjury-law.com)
and was not provided by a legal professional. Be sure to review your local cycling ordinances to ensure you ride safe and legally!

Whenever you turn, be sure to clearly signal
your intent. Most motorists are unfamiliar
with the traditional hand signals (such as using your raised left arm to signal a right turn).
I personally prefer to point wildly at the exact
direction where I’m about to turn with that
arm. It’s pretty obvious that you’re turning
right when you point excitedly down a street
at an intersection.

#5: Pedestrians

While this isn’t a “scenario” per se, careless
pedestrians can cause a lot of trouble for cyclists. They often try to cross when there are
no cars approaching, but are not looking for
cyclists at all.
If you find yourself cycling upstream through
a school of pedestrians on a regular basis, I’d
recommend investing in a better bell. Spurcycle bells are very loud and say “hey, watch
out” a lot more than the cute ding of whatever
bell came with your bike when you bought it.
You can also try simply yelling at people. For
some reason, “Oi!” has been really successful
for me.
Summer 2017				
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What is the
Dutch Reach
Project ?
By Anne Taylor-Loughran
The Dutch Reach is a technique for opening your car door that originated in the Netherlands, where there are huge numbers of bicycle riders. Drivers & passengers each use
their far hand to open car door. Using your far hand forces you to reach across for the door
handle. Forced to swivel, you automatically look out and back for bikes & traffic.
Dutch kids learn it from parents, and in school.
It’s taught in drivers education, and required to pass the driving test.
It’s been Dutch commonsense for 50 years. It’s time we promote it here too! As a cyclist, it’s
important that you pay attention to parked cars and look for signs that somebody might
be coming out of that car, of course. And, you want to make sure that you’re not riding in
the ‘door zone’. But if that happens, it could be a bit less risky if we can promote the Dutch
Reach in the United States. Spread the word!
Tip: Tie a ribbon on your latch as a reminder and practice.
On 5/30/2017, Massachusetts became the first state to promote the Dutch Reach. It’s become the first state to include the Dutch Reach in its driver’s manual. Michael Charney, a
doctor and seasoned cyclist coined the term Dutch Reach. Charney learned about it while
reading the comments below a news story about a fatal dooring incident. He became an
evangelist for the Dutch Reach and got in touch with the Massachusetts Department of
Transportation, and they added it to their driver’s manual.
To learn more about the Dutch Reach Project go to: www.dutchreach.org
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Please Support the Sustaining Members
of the Orange County Wheelmen

Many sustaining members offer discounts to OCW members.
Tell them you are from OCW and continue to support those who support us!

TURNING 65 THIS YEAR?

MVP Massage Therapy

Don’t know if you should get Medicare
Supplement/Medigap or Medicare Advantage?
Call or Email Steve Davis 714.241.0366
Info@BearStreet-is.com www.BearStreet-is.com
FREE QUOTES for Individual, Family & Small Groups
Health Insurance, Dental & Travel Insurance
(Ca.Lic.0G11433)

Emergent Success
23046 Avenida de La Carlota
Suite 600
Laguna Hills 92653
949.885.6467

Rock N' Road Cyclery
6282 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine 92620
949.733.2453

Yorba Linda Physical Therapy
16615 Yorba Linda Blvd.
Yorba Linda 92886
714.577.0745

LegalShield
Thomas “Cliff” McClain
Independent Associate
Small Business and
Group Benefits Specialist
949.735.7605
tcmcclain@legalshield.com

The Bicycle Tree
811 N. Main Street
Santa Ana 92711
714.760.4681

Trails End Cycling

Pace Sportswear

17145 Von Karman Ave.
Suite 108
Irvine 92614
949.863.1982

12781 Monarch Street
Garden Grove 92841
714.891.8716

AdventureCORPS, Inc.

Irvine Bicycles

638 Lindero Canyon Road
Suite 311
Oak Park 91377

6616 Irvine Center Drive
Irvine 92618
949.450.9906

Bent Up Cycles, Inc.
23400 Peralta Drive, Unit C
Laguna Hills 92653
949.328.9699
www.bentupcycles.com
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15375 Barranca Parkway
Suite J-104
Irvine 92618
949.439.0673

ARB Cyclery
17985 Sky Park Circle
Suite E
Irvine 92614
949.752.2080
www.ocwheelmen.org
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